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Abstract: The impacts of parameterized ocean viscosity on climate are explored18

using three 120 year integrations of a fully coupled climate model. Reducing vis-19

cosity leads to an improved ocean circulation at the expense of increased numerical20

noise. Five domains are discussed in detail: the equatorial Pacific, where the emer-21

gence of tropical instability waves improves the cold tongue bias; the Southern22

Ocean, where the Antarctic Circumpolar Current increases its kinetic energy but23

reduces its transport; the Arctic Ocean, where an improved representation of the24

Atlantic inflow leads to an improved sea-ice distribution; the North Pacific, where25

the more realistic path of the Kuroshio leads to improved tracer distribution across26

the mid-latitude Pacific; and the northern marginal seas, whose better represented27

boundary currents lead to an improved sea-ice distribution. Although the ocean28

circulation and sea-ice distribution improve, the oceanic heat uptake, the poleward29

heat transport, and the large scale atmospheric circulation are not changed signif-30

icantly. In particular, the improvements to the equatorial cold tongue did not lead31

to an improved representation of tropical precipitation or El Niño.32
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1 Introduction33

Ocean mesoscale eddies have to be parameterized in climate models, because they34

are not resolved but have an important impact on the ocean’s tracer and momen-35

tum budget. While understanding and parameterizing their tracer transport has a36

long and fruitful history [e.g.; Solomon 1971; Gent and McWilliams 1990; Visbeck37

et al. 1997; Griffies 2004], the development of a parameterization for their momen-38

tum transport (viscosity from here on) is hindered by numerous mathematical and39

numerical challenges [e.g.; Wajsowicz 1993; Large et al. 2001].40

Viscosity acts to diffuse momentum and to dissipate energy in numerical models41

of the atmosphere and ocean. It is thought to represent the effect of unresolved mo-42

tions and is also necessary to achieve numerical stability. For current Atmospheric43

General Circulation Models (AGCMs) it is relatively straightforward to determine44

the appropriate level of viscosity: AGCMs resolve quasi-geostrophic turbulence45

which can generate upgradient momentum transfer, and downgradient viscosity46

is chosen so that the wavenumber spectrum agrees with theoretical expectations47

and observations [Boville 1991]. In Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs)48

the problem is more challenging because the lateral boundary conditions are not49

known [Pedlosky 1996], and in OGCMs used for climate studies quasi-geostrophic50

turbulence is generally not resolved. The combination of numerical needs and phys-51

ical parameterization makes it difficult to arrive at a formulation of viscosity that52

is universially applicable or accepted [see, for example, Griffies and Hallberg 2000;53

Large et al. 2001; Lengaigne et al. 2003; Pezzi and Richards 2003].54

The fundamental challenge in chosing the optimal viscosity is that it should55

be large enough to suppress numerical instabilities on the grid scale (hereafter56

simply noise) but small enough to allow the model to reproduce sharp fronts and57
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mesoscale activity where the resolution permits it. A particular concern is the real-58

istic structure of topographically controlled flow because it controls much of the sea59

ice distribution (see sections 6-8). However, it is also true (at least for the present60

study) that most gridscale noise is generated by flow over steep topography. Thus,61

the desire for uniformly low grid scale noise demands large viscosity, although one62

might prefer to minimize viscosity to optimize the ocean simulation. In principle63

this problem could be avoided by simply increasing the resolution of OGCMs. How-64

ever, for the foreseeable future the required resolution makes this too expensive for65

climate applications. Given the computational contraints it is then natural to ask66

how much the solution can be improved by reducing viscosity, and how much more67

grid scale noise one has to accept in return.68

It is shown here that reducing viscosity in the ocean component of a fully cou-69

pled climate model (or General Circulation Model, GCM) does indeed lead to an70

improved solution at the price of larger levels of noise (although the particular71

compromise may not be optimal yet). The study focuses on five subregions of the72

global ocean, in particular it explores how in each of these viscosity affects the lo-73

cal dynamics and (indirectly) thermodynamics. The respective sections are rather74

different in scope and depth, reflecting different states of knowledge and data cov-75

erage in different regions. For example, the equatorial Pacific is well studied and76

observed, making it straightforward to connect the present results with the frame-77

work of equatorial oceanography. On the other hand, the results for the Antarctic78

Circumpolar Current (ACC) indicate an important role for lateral viscosity, some-79

thing which has received much less attention in the literature. Thus, we look at the80

equatorial results as just one more piece in an already complex puzzle, whereas81

the ACC results present a starting point from which one can take a fresh look at82

southern hemisphere dynamics. Also, because of the different data coverage it is83
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relatively easy to quantify the improvements in the equatorial Pacific but rather84

challenging in the Arctic Ocean.85

The next two sections discuss the experimental setup and some global features86

of the solution. The following sections then discuss the regional impacts of low87

viscosity on five different regimes: the eddy permitting equatorial Pacific (section88

4), the topographically controlled ACC (section 5), the sea-ice covered Arctic Ocean89

(section 6), the western boundary current of the North Pacific (section 7) and the90

eastern boundary current in the Labrador Sea (section 8). A discussion concludes91

this study.92

2 Description of model and experiments93

The numerical experiments are performed using the National Center for Atmo-94

spheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM3)95

which consists of the fully coupled atmosphere, ocean, land and sea ice models; a96

detailed description can be found in Collins et al. [2006].97

We use the T42x1 resolution version of the model in its present-day setup. The98

ocean model (Parallel Ocean Program, POP) has a horizontal resolution that is con-99

stant at 1.125◦ in longitude and varies from 0.27◦ at the equator to approximately100

0.7◦ in high latitudes. In the vertical there are 40 levels at constant depth; the up-101

permost layer has a thickness of 10 m, the deepest layer has a thickness of 250 m.102

The atmospheric model (Community Atmosphere Model, CAM3) uses T42 spectral103

truncation in the horizontal (about 2.8◦ resolution) with 26 vertical levels. The sea104

ice model shares the same horizontal grid as the ocean model and the land model105

is on the same horizontal grid as CAM3. Details of the coupling are described in106

[Danabasoglu et al. 2006]. The advection scheme of POP is the third-order upwind107
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scheme [Holland et al. 1998], which presents a compromise to minimize numer-108

ical, implicit dispersion as well as diffusion. To avoid singularities in the Arctic109

Ocean POP uses a displaced pole grid: The south pole of the grid is identical with110

the geographical South Pole and in the Southern Hemisphere the grid is a regu-111

lar latitude/longitude grid, but the north pole of the grid is located in Greenland.112

Thus, in the northern hemisphere the grid-x and grid-y directions are generally not113

eastward or northward.114

The most relevant aspect of the model formulation for the present study is the115

horizontal viscosity parameterization of the ocean model. Here, the momentum116

equations use the Large et al. [2001] anisotropic horizontal viscosity, as general-117

ized by Smith and McWilliams [2003, details in Appendix A]. In addition to back-118

ground values, the viscosity depends on the local deformation rate of the flow as119

in Smagorinsky [1993], on the distance from the western boundary to resolve the120

frictional boundary layer [Munk 1950], and on minimum (Reynolds number crite-121

rion, RC) and maximum (viscous Courant-Friedrichs-Levy Criterion, VCFL) con-122

straints to ensure numerical stability (see Appendix A). Since numerical stability123

depends, among other things, on the grid size and velocity, viscosity is chosen to be124

anisotropic as given by two viscosity coefficients, A and B. It should be noted that125

while the three considerations above provide reasonable guidelines for choosing126

ocean viscosity, they were not derived with OGCMs in mind: Smagorinsky [1963]127

has been developed as a parameterization for isotropic 3d-turbulence [see also Fox-128

Kemper and Menemenlis 2007], and the Munk layer is a concept that arose in dis-129

cussing the dynamics of shallow-water ocean models [Pedlosky 1996]. Similarily,130

satisfying RC will ensure the suppression of gridscale noise, but as pointed out by131

Weaver and Sarachik [1990] the RC is only a necessary but not a sufficient con-132

dition for instability. For example, Large et al. [2001] illustrated that it may be133
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sufficient to satisfy this criterium in only one horizontal dimension. The details of134

the horizontal viscosity formulation and the related parameter values are given in135

the Appendix A and Table 1, respectively.136

The simulation with the POP horizontal viscosity parameterization represents137

our control case (denoted as CONT). In all cases the viscosity tensor is aligned138

East-West. In experiment NOSMAG, we eliminate the dependency of A and B on139

the local deformation rate, i.e., no Smagorinsky based parameterization is used (see140

Table 1). Otherwise, this case is identical to CONT. In the third case (LOWVISC),141

we further reduce the viscosity values in the following way: the background value142

of the subgrid scale (SGS) viscosity ASGS is reduced globally from 1000 to 600 m2143

s−1; and the value of BSGS is lowered from 1000 to 300 m2 s−1 between 20◦S and144

20◦N, increasing meridionally to a value of 600 m2 s−1 poleward of 30◦ latitude.145

In addition, we no longer impose RC as a numerical constraint on A, again in fa-146

vor of smaller viscosities. Instead, to diminish numerical noise propagating from147

the western boundaries to the ocean interior, the Munk - based criterion is applied148

not only for B but also for A. This significant reduction of viscosity in LOWVISC149

has originally been motivated by our desire to reproduce tropical instability waves150

(TIWs), a major component of the equatorial ocean heat budget. Jochum et al.151

[2004] showed that with the present resolution and the viscosity values chosen152

in LOWVISC TIWs can be reproduced realistically.153

In all cases, the ocean model is initialized with the January-mean climatologi-154

cal potential temperature and salinity (a blending of Levitus et al. [1998] and Steele155

et al. [2001] data sets) and zero velocities. The remaining components are initial-156

ized with January conditions obtained from stand-alone integrations. The numeri-157

cal experiments are integrated for 120 years. Unless noted otherwise, the present158

analysis is based on the years 101-120 of the respective experiments. Most of the159
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presented results are based on a comparison between LOWVISC and CONT, an160

exception is the discussion on the Labrador Sea where the change from NOSMAG161

to LOWVISC does not change the solution appreciably.162

The time-mean distributions of the anisotropic horizontal viscosity coefficients163

A and B at 100-m depth from all cases are given in Figure 1. In CONT, by con-164

struction, the Smagorinsky dependent part of the viscosity formulation is identical165

in both A and B polewards of about 40◦ latitude (Figure 1a,b; Appendix A). This166

part produces viscosities of O(10000) m2 s−1 or larger even in the ocean interior167

where the velocity shears are rather weak. Although our choice for the tunable168

Smagorinsky scaling coefficients that control these viscosity magnitudes is within169

the common range [Griffies 2004], the resulting viscosities are clearly much larger170

than the estimates based on observed float dispersion [e.g. Freeland et al. 1975].171

A and B from CONT are dominated by these large viscosities between about 30◦-172

75◦ latitude, particularly evident in Figure 1 for B. Near the western boundaries,173

B gets larger due to the Munk criterion (Fig. 1b). At both low latitudes and pole-174

wards of 75◦ latitude, the grid Reynolds number dependent part of the viscosity175

formulation, i.e., AGRE (see Appendix A) becomes important in A (Fig. 1a). How-176

ever, these AGRE-based values exceed what is allowed based on the viscous CFL177

criterion, i.e., AV CFL (see Table 1), between 10◦S and 10◦N. Consequently, AV CFL is178

applied in this latitude band. Without the Smagorinsky dependency, both A and B179

are much reduced between 30◦-75◦ latitude (Figs. 1c and 1d). For example, along180

the latitude band of the Southern Ocean, A and B are O(5000) and 600 m2 s−1,181

respectively, compared to O(10000) m2 s−1 or larger in CONT. In LOWVISC, the182

largest viscosities are confined to the western boundary regions in both A and B183

(Figs. 1e and 1f). Elsewhere, A has a globally uniform value of 600 m2 s−1 while B184

varies from 300 m2 s−1 near the equator to 600 m2 s−1 polewards of 30◦ latitude.185
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In LOWVISC, all viscosity values remain much below those allowed by the viscous186

CFL criterion. It should be noted that recently Theiss [2004] and Eden [2007] pro-187

vided evidence from high resolution models that eddy mixing lengths are isotropic188

poleward of approximately 30◦ latitude, and anisotropic (with zonal mixing lengths189

exceeding meridional lengths) equatorward of this.190

After analyzing a multitude of model fields, it is found that the only drawback191

of reduced viscosity is increased gridscale noise. Most of this noise is found in the192

variation of velocity in grid-y direction along the grid-x direction (in the southern193

hemisphere this is equivalent to zonal variation of meridional velocity, but because194

of the displaced northern pole of the ocean grid, it is different in the northern195

hemisphere). Thus, for the present purposes noise is defined as:196

dxn = |v − vs|,197

where v is the velocity in grid-y direction, vs is v smoothed in the grid-x direction198

with a three point triangular filter (weights: 0.25, 0.5, 0.25). We experimented with199

different definitions of noise, but all gave similar results. Compared to CONT, the200

level of noise in NOSMAG and LOWVISC is slightly increased in the tropics and201

has more than doubled (Figure 2) in high latitudes.202

The noise in the tropics and subtropics is created by the western boundary cur-203

rents, a result consistent with Griffies et al. [2000]. The reason for the relatively204

small values there, and the small differences between the experiments, is that in all205

experiments the viscosity along the western boundary is set to resolve the Munk206

layer; thus, the noise is small by design. Further inspection of the model fields207

shows that the increased noise level at higher latitudes can result from the inter-208

action between barotropic flow and bottom topography. The only weakly stratified209

flow of the high latitudes simply follows the bottom topography, and grid scale noise210

in the flow can be generated by gridscale variations in topography. Wave number211
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spectra are one possible way to quantify the extent to which noise is topographi-212

cally or numerically induced.213

The spectra are based on the mean kinetic energy (KE) in 900 m depth (Figure214

3) and on Sea Surface Height (SSH) along 58◦S, a band that is not obstructed by215

topography. For both variables the spectra for LOWVISC and NOSMAG are almost216

identical, whereas CONT shows reduced energy for wavelengths smaller than 2000217

km for KE, and reduced energy for wavelengths smaller than 500 km for SSH. For218

longer wavelengths it is not clear which of the spectra is the most realistic, but it is219

obvious that for KE none of the experiments suffers from increased energy at the220

gridscale, whereas for SSH all of them do but CONT much less than NOSMAG or221

LOWVISC.222

The reason that gridscale noise exists in SSH but not in KE is that the baroclinic223

and barotropic modes are solved for differently, and the barotropic mode has a224

’checkerboard null-space’ which makes it susceptible to gridscale noise [Killworth225

et al. 1991]. However, the only way the checkerboard SSH field can change the226

dynamics is through the vertical velocity and the continuity equation. Experience227

so far has shown that this leads not to serious problems with the model simulations228

[Smith and Gent 2002], and indeed, the spectra of the vertical velocity, like the KE229

spectra, do not show increased energy at the smallest scales (not shown).230

We conclude that compared to CONT, the noise level in NOSMAG and231

LOWVISC are increased, but nowhere to a level where it affects adversely the per-232

formance of CCSM3 as a climate model. Care should be taken, however, if CCSM3233

is used in a NOSMAG or LOWVISC configuration to study SSH in the Southern234

Ocean. For this, and maybe other similar studies, it may be useful to investigate235

in more detail the optimal magnitude of the Smagorinsky component of viscosity.236
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For example, in a short (20 year) integration of CCSM3 in which the Smagorinsky237

viscosity was reduced to an eighth, the values for transports, SST and noise fall in238

between the values for CONT and NOSMAG. In this run the Smagorinsky compo-239

nent of viscosity only rises above the background or Munk values along and above240

the ACC, and along the eastern coast of Greenland (not shown). This suggests that241

in an OGCM Smagorinsky viscosity effectively works as a parameterization for the242

interaction between strong flow and topography. It has certainly not been designed243

for that purpose, but without further research one cannot rule out the possibility244

that there is enhanced dissipation of momentum over, for example, the topographic245

ridges of the Southern Ocean.246

3 Global Results247

Gridscale noise is unwanted because it can potentially increase tracer gradients248

and thereby lead to spurious diffusion. The change in globally averaged mean strat-249

ification is one possible metric by which to judge spurious diapycnal diffusion. In250

NOSMAG and LOWVISC the stratification is almost identical to the one in CONT251

(not shown). The maximum stratification in the thermocline is reduced by approx-252

imately 1 %, which is small compared to the already existing weak bias of 10 %253

compared to Levitus et al. (1998). Although it is only plausible [Griffies et al. 2000],254

not necessary, that this weakening of the thermocline is caused by increased diapy-255

cnal diffusion, the increase in noise will have to be justified by an improved overall256

solution.257

To put the present results into perspective we will - where relevant and possi-258

ble - compare them with the results of Roberts et al. [2004, HAD from here on] and259

Griffies et al. [2005, MOM from here on]. Both studies discuss experiments with260
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coupled general circulation models (GCMs) that are similar to CCSM3 in complex-261

ity and resolution. In HAD the experiment consisted of increasing the horizontal262

resolution in the ocean from uniformly 1.25◦ × 1.25◦ to 1/3◦ × 1/3◦, accompanied by263

a reduction of viscosity. In MOM the experiment consists of reducing the ocean vis-264

cosity poleward of 20◦latitude. We think of our model setup as a companion case:265

the resolution is kept constant, but the viscosity is reduced everywhere. The re-266

sults presented below indicate, however, that our experimental setup is closer to267

HAD than MOM. It is beyond the scope of the present study to understand the268

differences in the results of HAD, MOM, and LOWVISC. Rather, we will note the269

differences for the orientation of the reader and focus on the dynamical processes270

in selected subregions.271

An important aspect of the coupled solution is the strength of the meridional272

overturning circulation (MOC) and the associated poleward heat transport. Reduc-273

ing viscosity changes the maximum strength of both by less than 5%: the deep MOC274

maximum in the Northern Hemisphere is between 20 and 21 Sv in all cases, and275

the maximum northward heat transport in the Atlantic is between 1.00 PW to 1.05276

PW. This is consistent with HAD, but very different from MOM which shows a sub-277

stantial increase in the MOC associated with Labrador Sea convection. The largest278

effect that a reduction in viscosity (in particular the removing of the Smagorin-279

sky component) has on the MOC is that the Deacon Cell strengthens at depth280

(not shown); it is unclear, however, whether this presents an improvement or not.281

In all simulations the net ocean heat uptake is negligible: a net warming of less282

than 0.20W/m2. The mean zonally integrated wind stress, too, is almost identical.283

However, locally there are differences, and they will be discussed in the following284

sections.285

With the exception of the ACC the main transports, too, are largely unchanged.286
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In all cases the Florida Strait transport is between 28 Sv (CONT) and 32 Sv287

(LOWVISC), and the Indonesian Throughflow transport is 17 Sv. A surprising re-288

sult is that the ACC transport through the Drake passage is reduced from 171 Sv289

in CONT to more realistic 150 and 142 Sv in NOSMAG and LOWVISC, respec-290

tively. Thus, smaller viscosity results in smaller transport; this is counterintuitve291

and will be discussed in detail in section 5. These changes in the ACC transport292

are consistent with HAD, but of opposite sign than the changes found in MOM.293

Inspection of the model fields shows that the largest changes to the solution294

are in Sea Surface Temperature (SST, Figure 4) and sea ice (Figure 5). The large295

changes in SST and sea ice poleward of 50◦N are of opposite sign than the biases,296

and generally present improvements to CONT. Mostly they are realized already297

in NOSMAG and their surprising magnitude is largely the result of the positive298

sea-ice - albedo feedback (sections 6 and 8). The changes in the western bound-299

ary currents reduce the biases in the Kuroshio (section 7), increase the biases in300

the Gulf Stream, and on average leave the SST biases unchanged in the Agulhas301

retroflection region. The changes along the ACC are the results to a narrowing302

of its core and the resulting changes in the isothermal slopes [section 6; for a de-303

tailed discussion of the SST biases in CONT see Large and Danabasoglu 2006].304

Along the equatorial Pacific reducing viscosity from NOSMAG to LOWVISC leads305

to warming of the equatorial cold tongue which improves the bias there (see also306

section 4). However, in spite of the improvements in equatorial SST the simulation307

of ENSO did not improve. In all cases, the peak in ENSO variance is at periods308

between 1.5 and 2.5 years, and in all runs there is too little energy at low fre-309

quencies [see Deser et al. 2006 for a discussion of ENSO in CCSM3]. The standard310

deviation of interannual NINO3 (5◦S - 5◦N, 150◦W - 90◦W) SST variability is 0.77311

for CONT, 0.80 for NOSMAG and 0.63 for LOWVISC. One can speculate that the312
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significantly lower amplitude in LOWVISC is due to the warmer equatorial cold313

tongue, which reduces the zonal SST gradient and therefore the size of the ENSO314

induced anomalies. However, ENSO is rather unrealistic in all three experiments,315

so that the reason for this weakening will not be investigated further. It is worth-316

while to point out that recent work by Neale et al. [2007] demonstrates that the317

shortcomings in the CCSM3 ENSO are solely due to lacking physics in the CAM3318

convection scheme.319

In general, the changes in precipitation, winds, and sea level pressure induced320

by a change in ocean viscosity are small, especially if compared with current biases.321

The exceptions are locally confined and tied to the changes in the western boundary322

currents like the Kuroshio, Gulf Stream, and Agulhas Retroflection. The changes323

in the mid-latitude North Pacific will be discussed in section 7 as an example for324

western boundary regimes. This general finding that an improved representation325

of the ocean leads to only minor improvements in the overlying atmosphere is con-326

sistent with HAD.327

The analysis presented so far shows that the drawbacks of reducing ocean328

viscosity are rather minor. The following sections illustrate that there are key329

aspects of the ocean model solution where reducing viscosity leads to major330

improvements: equatorial Pacific (section 4), ACC (section 5), Arctic Ocean (section331

6), Kuroshio (section 7) and Labrador Sea (section 8).332

333

4 Equatorial Pacific334

Improving the ocean circulation in the equatorial Pacific has been the original mo-335

tivation for reducing the viscosity. The hypothesis is that reducing viscosity would336
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allow for tropical instability waves (TIW) [Cox 1980], which would then, because337

of their strong impact on the mixed layer heat budget [Hansen and Paul 1984],338

remove the cold bias in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific. This should also339

improve the seasonal cycle of SST and precipitation there, and lead to an improved340

simulation of ENSO. As it turns out, neither the seasonal cycle nor ENSO improved341

notably and the real improvements to climate are found in higher latitudes. How-342

ever, TIWs are stronger in LOWVISC and the mean state of the equatorial Pacific343

is improved, both of which is documented in this section.344

TIWs are created by shear instabilities of the zonal equatorial currents and345

have periods between 20 and 40 days and wavelengths between 500 and 1500 km346

[e.g., Legeckis 1977]. Their dynamics lead to strong horizontal [Hansen and Paul347

1984] and vertical [Jochum and Murtugudde 2006] mixing; in particular they lead348

to a strong heating on the equator [Bryden and Brady 1989]. The 20 year cur-349

rent meter record from the TAO observing system suggests that on the equator at350

140◦W TIWs have a mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE) of approximately 500 cm2s−2351

with extrema between 200 and 700 cm2s−2, stronger during La Niña, weaker dur-352

ing El Niño. In CONT and NOSMAG their EKE is only 60 cm2s−2, whereas in353

LOWVISC it is increased to 360 cm2s−2.354

To understand the importance of TIWs for the mixed layer heat budget, one355

can quantify the meridional advection of temperature ((vT )y) due to resolved ed-356

dies and parameterized subgrid scale processes (diffusion). Even with weak or ab-357

sent TIWs in CONT and NOSMAG explicit and implicit numerical diffusion causes358

a substantial equatorward temperature advection (not shown). In the upper 30359

m between 140◦W and 110◦W the equatorward temperature advection in CONT360

is approximately 1.0◦C month−1; better representing TIWs as in LOWVISC, in-361

creases the maximum temperature advection to 1.5◦C month−1. This is consistent362
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with results from an Atlantic OGCM study by Jochum et al. 2005, which shows363

that under identical forcing resolving TIWs increases the resolved and unresolved364

eddy equatorward temperature advection by 30 %. At the equator there are sev-365

eral observational estimates available (for the mixed layer); at 140◦W their esti-366

mations range between 0.8 and 1.3◦C month−1, and at 110◦W the range is between367

1.3 and 2.6◦C month−1, with observational uncertainties of up to half of the esti-368

mated means. [Hansen and Paul 1984, Bryden and Brady 1989, Baturin and Niiler369

1997, Jochum et al. 2007]. The LOWVISC values at these points are 1.2 and 2.0◦C370

month−1, respectively. Thus, the values for EKE and for the merdidional tempera-371

ture advection both suggest that at least near the surface the TIWs in LOWVISC372

are reasonably well represented.373

The increased meridional temperature advection leads to an improved equato-374

rial SST, most notably the cold bias of the equatorial cold tongue in the central Pa-375

cific has been reduced (Figure 6, bottom). However, this improvement in the mean376

SST does not lead to any significant improvements in equatorial winds or precipi-377

tation (not shown). The fact that including TIWs leads to an improved SST in the378

equatorial cold tongue, but not significant changes in tropical climate is consistent379

with HAD, who suggest that in coupled GCMs there is no need to increase hori-380

zontal resolution in OGCMs beyond 1/3◦ until the corresponding AGCMs feature a381

resolution high enough to respond to the resolved oceanic features.382

Lastly, we will discuss the changes to the equatorial current structure. The Pa-383

cific Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) is probably ideally suited to study viscosity384

because it is well observed and the dynamics are not complicated by topography.385

However, since Harrison [1978] it became clear that there is no robust correlation386

between mean gradients and eddy-fluxes. Thus, choosing the optimal viscosities is387

still very much a matter of trial and error. The studies by Maes et al. [1997] and388
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Pezzi and Richards [2003] both conclude that in OGCMs a value of horizontal vis-389

cosity of approximately 1000 m2s−1 gives reasonable results for the strength and390

structure of the EUC. Lower viscosites lead to a stronger EUC with a deeper core.391

In particular the deeper core is unrealistic, and it has been demonstrated by Maes392

et al. [1997] that this is because vertical diffusion of momentum increases as the393

horizontal viscosity is reduced. This is consistent with the present results; here,394

however, we argue that viewed as a whole the equatorial circulation becomes more395

realistic. In LOWVISC the core indeed becomes deeper (Figure 6, top), especially in396

the far east (at 110◦W it dropped from 70 m in CONT to 90 m in LOWVISC, com-397

pared to 75 m in the observations), but the model now has a more realistic maxi-398

mum velocity of the EUC. The deepening of the core in the east leads to increased399

stratification there, because cool thermocline water reaches the surface later, thus400

increasing the stratification in the east (Figure 6, center). At the longitude of the401

maximum velocity (125◦W), the observed maximum EUC speed is 113 cms−1, in402

CONT it is 92 cms−1 and in LOWVISC it is 105 cms−1. The representation of Sub-403

surface Countercurrents [SSCCs, Tsuchiya 1975], too, improved. The observations404

show them as subsurface maxima in eastward velocity at 5◦S and 4.5◦N, with max-405

imum speeds of 10 and 14 cms−1, respectively (Figure 7). In CONT their cores are406

rather diffuse, whereas in LOWVISC their cores are separated from the EUC, and407

have a stronger, more realistic maximum velocity. The improved Tsuchiya Jets are408

a desirable feature since they supply the water for the upwelling in the Costa Rica409

dome and off the coast of Peru [McCreary et al. 2002]. Obviously, the equatorial410

current structure still has biases and the most glaring one is the poor represen-411

tation of the NECC (eastward core at 6◦N). Its weakness is partly a reflection of412

deficiencies in the simulation of tropical winds, but also due to the coarse atmo-413

spheric resolution which, even if the winds were perfect, cannot create the strong414
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windstress curls that force the NECC.415

The fact that reducing viscosity below the more commonly used values of around416

1000 m2s−1 leads to a general improvement in the equatorial circulation, but comes417

at the price of an unwanted deepening of the EUC core is a problem. For a coupled418

GCM, where a realistic SST is of considerable importance, reducing viscosity is419

an attractive choice. However, one is still left with a fundamental problem: what420

happens to the momentum of the EUC in the eastern basin? Reducing vertical421

viscosity below the core has been tried by the present authors and does lift the422

core marginally, but obviously this does not remove the excess momentum. One423

possibility is that in the model TIWs do not remove sufficient momentum, and424

indeed, the TIWs are too much confined to the surface (not shown). The study by425

Maes et al. [1997] points to another interesting possibility: the transfer of mean426

kinetic energy to TIWs is exceeded by a factor of 3 by the transfer to mean potential427

energy. Thus, this would call for increased thickness diffusion to slow down the428

EUC, something that has indeed been found by Danabasoglu and Marshall [2007]429

but still needs more research and understanding.430

5 The Antarctic Circumpolar Current431

As discussed in section 3, the ACC transport is reduced by reducing the viscosity.432

However, the mean kinetic energy of the ocean south of 40◦S is about 30% smaller433

in CONT than in either LOWVISC or NOSMAG, and the energy input into the434

ACC by the winds is almost identical in all three experiments (not shown). Thus,435

LOWVISC has a reduced Drake Passage (DP) transport, but increased kinetic en-436

ergy.437

The time-mean speed across the DP shows a diffuse current with a maximum438
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speed of about 30 cm s−1 in CONT (Figure 8b). In contrast, the current is much439

tighter with a top speed of > 60 cm s−1 in LOWVISC (Figure 8a). When the ACC440

transports are computed across this passage, the weaker but wider current in441

CONT happens to produce a larger ACC transport compared to the stronger but442

narrower current in LOWVISC. The transport in LOWVISC (142 Sv) is closer to443

the observational estimates of 137 ± 8 Sv [Whitworth and Peterson 1985; Cunning-444

ham et al. 2003] than the transport in CONT (171 Sv), but the observations of the445

transport as well as the oceanic forcing fields are rather uncertain, so that the ACC446

transport alone cannot be used to constrain horizontal viscosity. However, vastly447

different widths of the currents (Figure 8) suggests that at least near DP veloc-448

ity shear data (once available in good temporal coverage) can be used to constrain449

viscosity in OGCMs. For example, the 6 hydrographic sections by Cunningham et450

al. [2003] show that the ACC transport across 56◦W is carried by 2 separate jets451

which are present in LOWVISC but not in CONT (not shown).452

Traditional ACC studies [see Olbers et al. 2006 for a recent review] focus on453

the ACC transport and assume that the impact of eddy momentum transport on454

the ACC is secondary to other effects. This obviously not the case. Another effect455

that is important for the DP transport is that that the smaller viscosities along456

the Antarctic coast in LOWVISC and NOSMAG allow stronger westward flow in457

response to the westward wind stress along the continent (not shown). This also458

acts to reduce eastward transport in these cases. It is interesting to note that a459

recent numerical study by Hallberg and Gnanadesikan [2006] found that the DP460

transport decreases with increased resolution (and reduced viscosity). While this461

result is consistant with the present result, the explanation is not: Whereas they462

attribute the reduction in transport to the strengthening of the mesoscale eddies,463

none of the present experiments have significant eddy kinetic energy in the South-464
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ern Hemisphere.465

Although thickness diffusivity, which is the primary ocean parameter that con-466

trols the isopycnal slopes [Danabasoglu and McWilliams 1995; Gent et al. 2001], is467

constant across the cases, there are some modest changes in these slopes. The rea-468

son is that reduced transport in LOWVISC indicates smaller zonal velocities in the469

entire water column when combined with smaller zonal velocities in the abyssal470

ocean. This in turn directly affects the density field through geostrophy. In partic-471

ular, the density in LOWVISC is higher (lower) to the north (south) of the ACC472

in the upper 1000 m depth (not shown) which accounts for the SST changes seen473

in Figure 4. Below, the density changes are larger in the south than in the north.474

These changes indicate that the isopycnals are slightly flatter (i.e., lower potential475

energy) in LOWVISC than in CONT.476

Gent et al. [2001] suggest that the DP transport is largely set by the southward477

transport in the intermediate layer of the ocean at the latitude band of the DP. This478

intermediate layer occupies the vertical region below the surface Ekman layer and479

above the minimum depth of the topography. The present results are consistent480

with Gent et al. [2001], because the southward transport at the latitude band of481

the DP is indeed lower in the intermediate layer in LOWVISC and NOSMAG (not482

shown). However, the present study does not provide evidence that the southward483

transport forces the zonal transport, it shows merely that the two are correlated.484

We finally remark on the Reynolds stress terms in the intermediate layer when485

the anisotropic viscosity coefficient B shows substantial variability in the merid-486

ional direction at the latitude band of the DP as in CONT (Fig. 1b). In particular,487

the 1
a2

∂B
∂φ

∂u
∂φ

term can be opposite in sign but similar in magnitude as B
a2

∂2u
∂φ2 term (Ap-488

pendix A). Here, u is the zonal velocity component, φ is latitude, and a is the mean489
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radius of the earth. This situation may further accelerate the zonal flow in CONT490

until the second term overcomes the former and rebalances the Coriolis force. In491

LOWVISC and NOSMAG, at these latitudes, the first term is negligible.492

6 The Arctic493

Observations [e.g., Dickson et al. 2007] and high resolution model simulations494

[Maslowski et al. 2004] show that Atlantic inflow enters the Arctic through two495

pathways: via the Barents Sea Inflow Branch (between Spitsbergen and Asia) and496

via the West Spitsbergen Current (WSC). Observed estimates (Table 2) of trans-497

ports within these inflow branches vary widely [e.g. see Carmack 1990; Rudels and498

Friedrich 2000] with more recent estimates suggesting a roughly equal volume499

transport between the two [e.g. Rudels and Freidrich 2000; Karcher et al. 2003;500

Maslowski et al., 2004].501

In CONT, only a too weak WSC is present with a transport of 0.3 Sv. In response502

to lower viscosity, the strength and temperature of this inflow increase consider-503

ably, resulting in a 0.8 Sv increase in transport and an increase in heat transport504

from 8 to 26 Terawatts (TW, 1012 Watts). This is compensated by a general weak-505

ening of the Barents Inflow Branch in LOWVISC, which, because of the properties506

of the advected Atlantic water, leads to a cooling and freshening of the Barents Sea507

(Figure 9). The transport in the East Greenland Current (EGC) is slightly larger in508

response to lower viscosity and more heat is returned from the Arctic via this cur-509

rent. This is consistent with the increased WSC transports as some of this inflow510

recirculates near Fram Strait and contributes to the EGC outflow. The net result is511

that the total North Atlantic to Arctic heat transport decreases in response to low-512

ered viscosity, with the larger heat transport in the WSC more than compensated513
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for by reduced heat influx through the Barents Sea and larger heat outflow in the514

EGC.515

Transports are also changed for the other transects that define the Arctic Ocean.516

With reduced viscosity, the inflow through Bering Strait increases from 0.9 to 1.5517

Sv. The waters entering through this Strait are also warmer and the combination518

of a warmed and strengthened inflow results in a heat transport increase of 3 TW.519

Similarily, the transports through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) are in-520

creased as well521

The net result of these transport changes is that in response to lowered viscosity522

the Arctic ocean receives less heat, with the decrease in North Atlantic heat inflow523

overwhelming the increase in Pacific heat inflow. This net change in heat transport524

is largely balanced by a decrease in the net surface heat loss over the Arctic domain525

with other factors, such as changing ice mass transport, playing only a small role.526

The reduced surface heat loss in LOWVISC is largely confined to the Kara Sea527

region, just poleward of the Barents Sea Inflow Transect. It results in part due528

to a decrease in ice-ocean heat exchange with a consequent increase in ice cover529

there (Figure 5) which is more consistent with observed sea ice conditions [see530

Cavalieri et al. 1997 and Holland et al. 2006]. In turn, the increased sea ice cover531

in LOWVISC modifies the surface fluxes. A decrease in surface sensible and latent532

heat loss results, dominating the changes to the heat budget in the region; this533

is largely responsible for the reduced Arctic surface heat loss in the LOWVISC534

simulation.535

The changes in Barents Sea ice conditions discussed above are related to the re-536

duced Barents Sea ocean heat transport in LOWVISC. These changes in Atlantic537

inflow also modify the downstream temperature profiles within the Arctic basin538
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(Figure 10). In particular, the core of the Atlantic layer (100 m - 1000 m) is some-539

what deeper and considerably warmer in LOWVISC This exacerbates an already540

too-warm bias in the CONT. However, at depth (below 2000 m) LOWVISC is in ex-541

cellent agreement with observations whereas CONT has a warm bias. It is difficult542

to attribute causes to theses changes unequivocally, because the Atlantic source543

waters changed as well as the sea-ice distribution and surface fluxes. There is good544

reason to believe, though, that the good agreement at depth is due to the absence545

of ventilation. Thus, the water still bears the signature of the observed watermass546

properties with which the model is initialized. This is supported by the ideal age547

fields (not shown) which show that the water at the bottom of the Eurasian basin548

has an age of approximately 90 years in LOWVISC and 60 years in CONT. Since549

the Arctic basin is isolated from the adjacent basins below a depth of 900 m, one can550

conclude that Barents Sea convection reaches deeper in CONT than in LOWVISC.551

This is also consistent with the increased sea-ice cover in LOWVISC and the re-552

duced import of Atlantic salt. The different properties of the Atlantic layer, too, are553

likely to be due to the changed path of the Atlantic inflow. The Barents Sea inflow554

is closed below depths of 200 m, and the differences between LOWVISC and CONT555

in Figure 10 appear below that depth. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the556

increased temperature in the Atlantic layer of LOWVISC is due to the stronger557

WSC.558

The analysis in the present section suggests that Arctic climate and sea-ice dis-559

tribution is rather sensitive to where the warm and salty Atlantic water enters the560

Arctic ocean. However, the flow around Spitsbergen and its variability is neither561

well observed, nor well understood. This is rather unfortunate and should lead562

to increased research efforts given the importance that Arctic sea-ice has in the563

current discussions about global warming [e.g., Serreze et al. 2007].564
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7 The North Pacific565

Figure 4 shows four sub-regions in the North Pacific with large amplitudes of SST566

changes, namely the Kuroshio Extension, East Sea (Sea of Japan), Central North567

Pacific, and Bering Sea. Most of these regions coincide with the regions of large568

SST biases as well as Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) biases in the CONT when com-569

pared with observations [Large and Danabasoglu 2006]. The SST changes with570

LOWVISC and NOSMAG in these regions reduce the biases to about half the571

magnitude of CONT. All four local maximum SST anomalies are primarily driven572

by changes in the ocean circulation associated with sharpening of the coastal or573

frontal jets as readily found in the barotropic streamfunction (Figure 11). Because574

the SST changes are primarily driven by the circulation changes, they are colo-575

cated with SSS changes and the SSS biases also have been reduced substantially576

(not shown).577

The Kuroshio Extension in observations and eddy-resolving models is charac-578

terized by a double zonal front with a stronger eastward jet along 35◦N and a sec-579

ondary one near 42◦N between the east coast of Japan and the dateline [Nakamura580

and Kazmini 2003; Nonaka et al. 2006]. The two fronts are often referred to as the581

Kuroshio and Oyashio front, respectively [Kawai 1972]. The simulated Kuroshio582

Extension in CONT exhibits a much broader single jet that spans the latitude band583

between 30◦ and 40◦N (Figures 11 and 12). This is a typical shortcoming found in584

GCMs with similarily resolved OGCMs. The Kuroshio Extension in NOSMAG and585

LOWVISC has a double jet structure with much narrower and stronger jet cores586

(Figure 11 and 12). The sharpening of the primary jet around 35◦N is caused by the587

improved narrower upstream Kuroshio concentrated along the continental shelf588

and realistic separation near the southeastern corner of Japan. The narrower jet589
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results in reduced eastward velocity between 35◦ and 40◦N (dashed curve in Figure590

12 right panel), which in turn caused negative SST anomalies greater than 1◦C in591

the Kuroshio Extension south of 40◦N (solid curve in Figure 12 right panel). The592

intensification of the northern jet and associated SST warming north of 40◦N are593

driven by the increased volume transport from the East Sea to the North Pacific594

through the Tsugaru Strait near 41.5◦N, 141◦E. The volume transport through the595

Tsugaru Strait increased from 0.8 Sv in the CONT to 2.4 Sv in the LOWVISC. The596

observed mean volume transport is about 1.5 Sv with variations between 0.8 and597

2.7 Sv [Ito et al. 2003]. It should be emphasized here that, when discussing trans-598

ports through narrow straits, our focus is on sensitivities and not improvements,599

because narrow straits in OGCMs are routinely widened to allow for a realistic600

throughflow.601

Warming in the southern half and cooling in the nothern half of the East Sea602

are due to increased volume and heat transport from the North Pacific into the603

East Sea through the Korea/Tsushima Strait (near 35◦N, 130◦E) (Figure 11). The604

volume transport increased from 1.7 Sv in CONT to 3.8 Sv in the LOWVISC which605

caused SST warming larger than 2◦C in the southern half of the East Sea (Figure606

13). Observed mean volume transport through the Korea/Tsushima Strait is about607

2.5 Sv with seasonal variation between 1.6 and 3.4 Sv from a 3-year long obser-608

vation using a submarine cable [Kim et al. 2004]. The volume transport change609

can be traced upstream to the east of Taiwan where the Kuroshio enters the East610

China Sea. Observations suggest that the mean volume transport of the Kuroshio611

east of Taiwan near 23◦N is comprised of about 23 Sv to the west of the Ryukyu612

Islands, and 12 Sv of transport east of the Ryukyu Islands [Ichikawa and Beard-613

sley 1993; Johns et al. 2001]. The model cannot distinguish the two components614

and the sum of the two components is decreased from 43.8 Sv in the CONT to 36.3615
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Sv in LOWVISC, in better agreement with the observations. The decrease reflects616

the local change due to the tighter recirculation gyre with the center of the gyre617

displaced northwestward in LOWVISC compared to CONT. The maximum trans-618

port of the Kuroshio is about the same in CONT and LOWVISC. Volume trans-619

port of the branch of the Kuroshio entering the marginal seas west of Kyushu620

(along 32◦N between 122◦ and 130◦E) is increased from 2.4 Sv in CONT to 5.4621

Sv in LOWVISC, which is more consistent with the observed transport of 4-5 Sv622

[Ichikawa and Beardsley 1993; Lie et al. 1998].623

Apart from the changes associated with the Kuroshio, there is also a noticable624

warming of the Bering Sea and the Gulf of Alaska, both of which can be attributed625

to a strengthening of the gyres in the respective regions, as well as an increased626

supply of heat from the Kuroshio (Figures 11 and 13). Rather than discussing these627

particular two regions in detail, we defer the discussion to the next section where628

the Labrador Sea is used as an example for changes in northern marginal seas.629

Surface heat flux and rainfall anomalies between LOWVISC and CONT coin-630

cide closely with those of SST (Figure 13). As expected, SST changes are accom-631

panied by a surface heat flux changes of opposite sign, e.g. warm SST anomalies632

with greater surface heat flux from ocean to atmosphere, suggesting that the SST633

changes originate in the ocean (as examined already) and the heat flux acts to634

dampen the SST changes. It is noteworthy that ocean induced heat flux changes635

are large enough to force a change in the winds and hence the wind stress curl636

(Figure 13, bottom). These changes are confined to the area of the SST anoma-637

lies and are consistent with the results of earlier studies that show how mid-638

latitude SST anomalies set up pressure field anomalies which induce surface wind639

changes [Alexander et al. 2006; Kwon and Deser 2007]. For orientation, the wind640

curl changes are of the same magnitude as the changes than can be expected from641
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a one standard deviation event of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation.642

8 The Labrador Sea643

Dramatic effects of lower viscosity are the warmer surface temperatures (Figure644

4) and reduced sea-ice (Figure 5, consistent with MOM) in the Labrador, Bering645

and Okhotsk Seas. These sub-polar marginal seas lose significant heat through646

their surface, which is balanced primarily by advection by the model’s resolved647

flow. Much of this advection occurs in boundary currents near the coasts where the648

deformation due to the shear imposed by the no slip boundary condition produces649

significant Smagorinsky viscosity. Therefore, most of the LOWVISC signals are650

seen in NOSMAG, which will be the basis of most of the comparisons with CONT.651

In this section we will discuss in detail the changes to the Labrador Sea as an652

example for northern marginal seas.653

Temperature and velocity in the Labrador Sea at 50 m depth are shown in Fig.654

14, from both CONT and NOSMAG. Also shown are the contours of 5 and 50%655

mean sea-ice concentration. As expected, the boundary currents off east Green-656

land, west Greenland and Labrador are much stronger in NOSMAG. However, the657

region centered at about 67◦N, 330◦E appears to be a notable exception. Although658

small, this region contains a pool of cold water that is less than -1◦C at 50 m. In659

CONT this water can be traced along the coast, past Cape Farewell and into the660

Labrador Sea. In contrast, the weaker NOSMAG flow in the region cannot trans-661

port as much of this water in the face of stronger currents that carry a greater662

proportion of warm, salty water from the Irminger Sea. The net result is a warmer663

and stronger boundary current entering the Labrador Sea south of Cape Farewell.664

The associated greater heat transport warms most of the Labrador Sea above about665
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1000 m depth, and the near surface heat advection and mixing causes the sea-ice666

to retreat in better agreement with observations. To the north-west, the 5% con-667

centration contour is displaced by about 600 km, while off Labrador it lies only668

about one-half the distance offshore. Note that in NOSMAG, in contrast to CONT,669

the area of observed convection [centered at 54◦W/58◦N, Pickart et al. 2002] is in670

open water, fulfilling now the necessary condition for convection.671

To understand the changes in more detail it is helpful to analyze the heat budget672

over the domain in the box shown in Figure 14:673

AHW + AHE + AHS + AHN = − Q674

where on the left-hand-side the four terms are the advection of heat through the675

western, eastern, southern and northern side of the box, as defined in Appendix B.676

The sum of these terms is the total heat advection, AH, which is balanced on the677

right-hand-side by surface heat loss through the surface. A further consideration678

that crudely incorporates the insulating effects of sea-ice is to neglect mean ice-679

ocean heat exchange and to define an effective air-sea heat flux, Qas, such that :680

Q = (1 − fice) Qas ,681

where fice is the mean fractional ice coverage. By extending a domain to the682

ocean bottom, AHB becomes zero and assuming steady state of the twenty years683

101-120 the heat budget simplifies to684

AH = AHW + AHE + AHS + AHN = − Q = − (1 − fice) Qas .685

The steady state response to lower viscosity, as inferred above, is heating from686

the left hand side until it becomes balanced by increased surface heat loss, which687

can result from either more negative net air sea heat flux, Qas, or less sea-ice con-688

centration, fice.689
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The terms of the heat budget for the Labrador Sea box are summarized in Ta-690

ble 3. The simple budget, AH = −Q, of the heat budget above is closed to within 1691

Wm−2, justifying the neglect of sea ice - atmosphere heat flux. Most of the lower vis-692

cosity signals of Table 3 are captured in NOSMAG, and the even lower viscosity of693

LOWVISC continues the trend in all measures. Unlike the sum AH, its components694

(Appendix B) cannot be interpreted as an equivalent surface flux, because they de-695

pend on the non-zero mass flux through the particular domain face, and hence on696

the temperature unit, Celsius or Kelvin. However, differences in these terms be-697

tween experiments are meaningful relative measures of heat budget changes.698

With these preparations when can now understand how viscosity changes the699

heatbudget in detail. The biggest difference is in the inflow across the eastern face,700

which, as suggested by Fig. 14, is due both to a stronger boundary current inflow701

and warmer temperatures with lower viscosity. The associated additional volume702

flux mainly flows out across the southern face and makes AHS more negative de-703

spite warmer temperatures. The warmer temperatures increase the heat outflow704

across the eastern face and, to a much less degree, the northern and western pas-705

sages. However, the total increase in outflow falls short of the difference in eastern706

inflow by the 22 to 24 Wm−2 increase in AH. The extra heating warms the SST by707

1.2 to 1.4◦ C before becoming balanced by more surface cooling (more negative Q).708

This cooling is due to two factors: the loss of nearly half the sea-ice cover from 30%709

to 17%, and a more negative Qas in response to the warmer SSTs. This response710

gives an air-sea coupling strength of about 18 Wm−2 per ◦C, which is about half of711

that expected from SST alone and similar to the Doney et al. [1997] global estimate712

of 14.6 Wm−2 per ◦C from an earlier coupled model.713

An ancillary experiment was performed to demonstrate the mechanisms by714

which viscosity affects the Labrador Sea. Starting from year 100 of NOSMAG, a715
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twenty year integration was performed with CONT viscosity so that the transient716

response to Smagorinsky viscosity could be observed in the Labrador Sea. This717

response is shown in Fig. 15, as monthly mean differences from NOSMAG in hori-718

zontal velocity and temperature at a model depth of 50 m. The velocity response is719

rapid, with most of the differences with NOSMAG fully evident in the first monthly720

mean from January year 100 (Fig. 15a). The large increase in viscosity immediately721

decelerates the currents offshore of the Labrador, West Greenland and East Green-722

land coasts. The currents have changed from being similar to those in Fig. 14a, to723

being much like Fig. 14b in much less than a month. Of particular note is the loss724

of the near zonal flow at 55◦N off Labrador in Fig. 14b, and the strength of the725

convergence to the west of Iceland.726

This convergence produces the strong east-west temperature front seen to the727

west of Iceland in Fig. 14. With increased viscosity the front shifts to the north728

and produces the 4◦C Denmark Strait warming seen in Fig. 15a. The higher vis-729

cosity also appears to shift the North-South temperature front between 64◦N and730

Cape Farewell farther from the East Greenland coast, such that there is a local731

2◦C cooling in Fig. 15a. By February a similar frontal shift offshore off West Green-732

land results in another cool spot (not shown). Over the next several months these733

patches continue to develop larger differences from NOSMAG and the new cur-734

rents advect the signals in the boundary currents. By July (Fig. 15b) there is a735

large area of greater than 5◦C Denmark Strait heating, and of more than -3◦C cool-736

ing off both the west and east Greenland coasts. The cold anomaly of the latter and737

its downstream advection are reduced during the following months by advection738

of the Denmark Strait warm anomaly, so that by January year 101, the maximum739

cold difference (-4◦C) is found off west Greenland (Fig. 15c), and the signal has740

propagated all along the Labrador coast. Also by this time warm differences have741
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developed south of Iceland at 60◦N, east of Cape Farewell at 321◦E and off New-742

foundland at 312◦E. Thus, after only 1 year the transient response is essentially743

complete, with Fig. 15c a very good representation of the differences in the 20 year744

mean of Fig. 14.745

The stronger coastal circulation due to the reduced viscosity clearly improved746

the sea-ice conditions in the Labrador Sea. Like in the Arctic ocean, though, it747

is not obvious to what extent the representation of the ocean improved. However,748

in the Labrador Sea there are more observations available by which to judge the749

results. The strength of the Labrador Gyre increased from 44 Sv in CONT to 60 Sv750

in NOSMAG and to 62 Sv in LOWVISC. The observations by Johns et al. [1995]751

and Pickart et al. [2002] suggest 48 and 40 Sv, respectively. Thus, the new Labrador752

Gyre is too strong. However, like in the case of the ACC, the uncertainties in the753

observations and the surface forcing provided by the coupled model make it difficult754

to judge the changes by the transport alone. Dynamically more meaningful is the755

actual width of the currents. Observations [Niiler et al. 2003] show that strong756

flow in the Labrador Sea is confined along the coast and reaches deep into the757

northwestern Labrador Sea. This is also the case in NOSMAG (Figure 14) and758

LOWVISC (not shown), whereas the flow in CONT is sluggish and spread across759

the whole Labrador Sea.760

It should be noted that the arguments presented here are strictly local: the761

sea-ice distribution improved bacause the coastal currents improved. However, the762

North Atlantic subpolar gyre is adjacent to the Gulf Stream whose path around763

the Grand Banks is notoriously difficult to simulate [e.g., Smith et al. ]. Thus, one764

cannot rule out the possibility that improving the Gulf Stream also improves the765

sea-ice distribution, without the need of improved Labrador Sea circulation.766
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9 Summary and Discussion767

The impact of parameterized ocean viscosity on global climate is explored with768

three 120 year integrations of CCSM3, a state of the art coupled climate model. It769

is found that reducing viscosity leads to a generally improved ocean circulation at770

the expense of an increase in numerical noise. The large-scale atmospheric circu-771

lation does not change noticably. The major ocean improvements are:772

- In the equatorial Pacific the emergence of TIWs reduce the cold tongue bias773

common to many GCMs including CCSM3.774

- The ACC becomes narrower and weakens by 20%, making it more realistic on775

both counts.776

- The improved representation of the Atlantic inflow into the Arctic Ocean leads777

to an improved sea-ice distribution there.778

- The improved path of the Kuroshio leads to an improved temperature and779

salinity distribution across the mid-latitude Pacific.780

- Reduced viscosity allows for a more realistic representation of the coastal cur-781

rents in the Labrador Sea and removes a long standing bias of excessive sea-ice.782

Based on these results we conclude that for OGCMs numerical stability criteria783

only provide a starting point in the iterative search for an optimal viscosity. Ex-784

perimenting with the details may carry one beyond what is considered proper from785

the numerical point of view, but may lead to an overall superior solution.786

It appears that what is needed is a systematic exploration of the dependen-787

cies between viscosity, topography, resolution and noise. There are no hard rules788

on how much noise is acceptable in OGCMs [see, however, Griffies et al. 2000 for789

a lucid discussion on some of the issues]. Substantial noise exists even in a solu-790

tion that obeys most numerical criteria (see CONT in Figure 2), simply because791
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noise is not only created by numerical instbilities, but also by flow over small scale792

features in the model topography from where it radiates into the general circula-793

tion. Thus, ”the desire to model the complex, rough ocean bottom and coastline of794

physical reality is in competition with the simple, smooth topography needed to as-795

sure numerical accuracy” [McWilliams 1996]. It should be noted that it is already796

common practice to artificially widen or deepen straits in OGCMs to ensure real-797

istic throughflow. In POP, for example, the Florida Strait and the Korea/Tsushima798

Strait are deeper and wider than observed. One could argue that now, after adopt-799

ing reduced viscosity, the Korea/Tsushima Strait transport is too large (section 7)800

and the strait be made shallower again.801

Ignoring numerical constraints and reducing viscosity created a simulation that802

raises some physical questions, and highlighted sensitivities of climate relevant803

ocean processes: The flow around Spitsbergen may be weak but has to be better804

understood before sea-ice predictions in climate warming scenarios can be made805

with confidence.806

The strong dependence of the ACC transport on viscosity, especially the inverse807

relation between transport and kinetic energy, is to our knowledge not discussed808

in the literature. This adds another, new, element to the already complex ACC dy-809

namics.810

The momentum balance of the EUC remains an unsolved issue. After reducing811

viscosity TIWs should take over to remove momentum from the EUC. However,812

they do not remove momentum sufficiently to create the proper core depth. Is this813

because of an unrealistic spatial structure of the modelled TIWs, or because there is814

another not yet known process slowing down the EUC? A GCM with a much higher815

resolution in the equatorial Pacific ocean may provide the answer. If not, new ob-816

servations are needed that provide a more detailed TIW structure or demonstrate817
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the existence of a hitherto ignored process.818

The general result that the large scale atmospheric circulation barely responds819

to significant oceanic improvements is disappointing but thoroughly consistent820

with the present understanding of air-sea interaction: Large scale atmospheric821

changes can only be expected from SST anomalies in tropical warmpools [e.g,822

Palmer and Mansfield 1984], which, as shown here, are not affected significantly823

by viscosity.824
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Appendix A: Anisotropic Horizontal Viscosity830

The horizontal viscosity is anisotropic, following Large et al. [2001], as general-831

ized and discretized in Smith and McWilliams [2003] for any orthogonal horizontal832

(x-y) grid with cell dimensions (∆x, ∆y). The parameterization appears in the prog-833

nostic equation for the respective horizontal velocity components, U and V , and834

requires two coefficients A and B. In general these coefficients can vary in space835

and time. The stress tensor is proportional to horizontal shears and is zero in the836

case of solid body rotation. There are three possible choices for breaking isotropy837

of A and B, i.e., alignment choices. In the first (ALIGN = E−W), A and B are along838

the zonal (east−west) and meridional (north−south) directions, respectively. In the839

second option (ALIGN = GRID), A and B are aligned along the local grid directions.840

In unrotated, polar coordinates, these two alignment choices are equivalent. In the841

third option (ALIGN = FLOW), A is parallel to the flow, while B is perpendicular.842

In the special case of spatially uniform coefficients in Cartesian coordinates the843

friction is given by844

Fx = A ∂2
xU + B ∂2

yU −
1

2
(A − B) ∂x(~∇H · ~U), (1)

845

Fy = B ∂2
xV + A ∂2

yV −
1

2
(A − B) ∂y(~∇H · ~U) . (2)

The terms involving gradients of horizontal divergence (~∇H · ~U) are small with846

little influence on solutions, but are added following Smith and McWilliams [2003]847

to ensure that the viscous terms are purely dissipative of kinetic energy, for {A, B}848

> 0, and not just A > B > 0 as in Large et al. [2001]. Examination of equations849

(1) and (2) reveals that the A coefficient acts in the direction parallel to the flow850

component, while B acts perpendicular. Low values of B are essential to maintain851

the structure of zonal equatorial currents [Large et al. 2001].852
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Some ocean physics is thought to be represented by coefficients {A, B}SMAG that853

depend on the resolved model flow, while physics that is entirely sub-grid scale854

(SGS) requires different coefficients, {A, B}SGS. In addition, viscosity must be large855

enough ({A, B} > {A, B}NOISE) to suppress the generation of numerical noise on856

the model grid scale, and small enough ({A, B} < {A, B}V CFL) to satisfy the viscous857

CFL criteria for numerical stability. In practice, it may sometimes be necessary to858

compromise the physics, and to tolerate some noise. Intermediate viscosity coeffi-859

cients A′ and B′ are found860

A′ = max[ ASGS , ASMAG , ANOISE ], (3)
861

B′ = max[ BSGS , BSMAG , BNOISE ]. (4)

Then, because numerical stability must be assured, the final coefficients are given862

by863

A = min[ A′ , AV CFL ], (5)
864

B = min[ B′ , AV CFL ] . (6)

Estimates of lateral viscosity based on observed lateral mixing [ e.g. Sunder-865

meyer and Price 1998; Zhurbas and Oh 2003] suggest coefficients of O (1000) m2866

s−1, or larger, with some degree of anisotropy. However, these values only provide867

an upper bound on {A, B}SGS, because they include contributions from model re-868

solved flow, especially in the tropics, that do not need to be parameterized. In order869

to allow BSGS to be small at the equator and increase poleward for latitude, φ,870

between ±φI , the general form for {A, B}SGS is871

ASGS = Aeddy, (7)
872

BSGS = Beddy

[

1 + C2 (1 − cos(2φ′))
]

, (8)
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where φ′ = 90◦ min(|φ|, φI)/φI < 90◦. ASGS is constant at a physical value of Aeddy873

of O (1000) m2 s−1, and at the equator BSGS equals Beddy which can be less than874

Aeddy here. A preferred option is to set (1+2C2) = Aeddy/Beddy, so that BSGS becomes875

equal to ASGS poleward of a mid-latitude φI.876

Non-linear dependence of the viscosity coefficients {A, B}SMAG on the deforma-877

tion rate of the resolved flow and on the model grid spacing, ds = min[ ∆x , ∆y ], is878

discussed in Smagorinsky [1993]. It is implemented as [see Smith and Gent 2002]879

ASMAG = CA D ds2, (9)
880

BSMAG = CB D ds2 ; Ceq ≤ CB < Clim, (10)

where the coefficient CB is a function of latitude and is set to a low value, Ceq,881

equatorward of |φ| = 20◦. At higher latitudes, CB increases exponentially toward882

an upper limit of Clim, as given by883

F (φ) = Clim − (Clim − Ceq)e
−

(|φ|−20)2

100[1− Ceq
Clim

]
for |φ| > 20◦ . (11)

The deformation rate, D, is the square root of twice the norm of the strain rate884

tensor, and hence is given by885

1

2
D2 = (∂xU)2 + (∂yV )2 + (∂xV + ∂yU)2. (12)

The strongest numerical constraint on viscosity is the viscous CFL criterion,886

which prevents numerical instability that can be generated when momentum dif-887

fuses through a grid cell in less than the time interval of the integration, Dt. Often888

Dt is the timestep, ∆t, but for leapfrog schemes Dt = 2∆t. In one dimension, linear889

stability analysis says that the viscosity must be less than ∆x2/(2 Dt). There are890

different extensions for two dimensions and a conservative form is :891

A + B <
1

4 Dt
(∆x−2 + ∆y−2)−1 = AV CFL , (13)
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Bryan et al. [1975] discuss two numerical noise issues that enter into892

{A, B}NOISE. First, the grid Reynolds number should be less than 2, so that noise893

advected into a grid cell is effectively diffused. Using this criterion, we define an894

associated minimum viscosity as895

AGRe =
1

2
Vs(φ) ez/1000 max[ ∆x , ∆y ], (14)

where −z is depth and Vs(φ) is a characteristic surface velocity that is 0.15 m s−1896

poleward of 30◦, and increases to 1 m s−1 at the equator according to897

Vs(φ) = 0.425 cos(
φπ

30
) + 0.575 , for |φ| < 30◦. (15)

Second, the width of viscous western boundary layers [Munk 1950] must exceed898

the grid spacing in the offshore direction, ∆x, which leads to another minimum899

viscosity900

BMUNK = 0.16 β ∆x3 e−p(x)2 (16)

where to the east of all solid boundaries, p(x) equals 1 for three grid points east901

then falls off exponentially with an e-folding distance of 1000 km and β = 2.28 ×902

10−11m−1s−1 cos(φ).903
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Appendix B: The Heat Budget on the Model Grid904

Over a time ∆t, the heat content per unit volume, H, of a model grid cell of905

dimensions ∆x, ∆y, ∆z, respectively in the model’s orthogonal x, y, z grid directions,906

changes according to :907

∆H

ρ Cp ∆t
= − ∂x[UT ] − ∂y[V T ] − ∂z[WT ] − ∂z[w

′T ′] + other terms, (17)

where U, V and W are the respective velocity components, [w′T ′] is the parameter-908

ized vertical flux due to the unresolved flow, T is potential temperature, and ρ Cp909

is the product of ocean density and heat capacity. Neglecting the other terms such910

as resolved and unresolved lateral eddy fluxes, this equation is discretized as:911

∆H

ρCp∆t
=

[UT ]w − [UT ]e
∆x

+
[V T ]s − [V T ]n

∆y
+

[WT ]b − [WT ]u
∆z

+
[w′T ′]b − [w′T ′]u

∆z
(18)

where subscripts w, e, s, n, b and u indicate grid box faces in the decreasing x912

(west), increasing x (east), decreasing y (south), increasing y (north), decreasing z913

(down) and increasing z (up) directions, respectively. The respective faces of a large914

domain of surface area AD are denoted W, E, S, N, B, U.915

When summed over such a domain, denoted as ΣD, contributions at interior916

grid faces cancel, so that only the terms from these domain faces remain:917

A−1
D ΣD

(

Adz
∆H

∆t

)

= AHW + AHE + AHS + AHN + AHB + Q, (19)

where the factor A−1
D converts the heat energy changes into an equivalent surface918

heat flux over the domain and Q is the average surface heat flux. The contributions919

across each of the domain faces, excluding the surface where the term is identically920

zero, are given by :921

AHW = A−1
D ΣW (ρCp

[

UT∆y

A

]

w

A ∆z) (20)
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922

AHE = A−1
D ΣE(−ρCp

[UT∆y

A

]

e
A ∆z) (21)

923

AHS = A−1
D ΣS(ρCp

[V T∆x

A

]

s
A ∆z) (22)

924

AHN = A−1
D ΣN (−ρCp

[V T∆x

A

]

n
A ∆z) (23)

925

AHB = A−1
D ΣB(ρCp

[WT

∆z

]

b
A ∆z) , (24)

where all the terms in square brackets from each model time step are summed926

before any averaging. It is possible to partition each of these terms into inflow and927

outflow components, according to the sign of the velocity component. This proce-928

dure was not performed each time step, so it can only be approximated by using929

the mean (usually monthly) velocities.930
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Figure 1: Anisotropic horizontal viscosity coefficients A and B at 100-m depth1140

from (a-b) CONT, (c-d) NOSMAG, and (e-f) LOWVISC. Units are 1000 m2 s−1. All1141

panels use the same color scale.1142

Figure 2: Gridscale noise for CONT , NOSMAG, and LOWVISC. For comparison1143

the mass averaged absolute velocity in grid-y direction is shown as well.1144

Figure 3: Zonal spectrum of mean kinetic energy at 900 m depth along 58◦S for1145

CONT (dashed), NOSMAG (dotted) and LOWVISC (solid).1146

Figure 4: Difference in SST between CONT and Levitus [1998] (top), between1147

NOSMAG and CONT (center) and between LOWVISC and NOSMAG (bottom).1148

Figure 5: Difference in annual mean sea ice concentration between CONT and1149

observations [Rayner et al. 2003, top] and between LOWVISC and CONT (bottom).1150

Colorbar denotes the difference in percentage of the surface of an ocean grid cell1151

that is covered by sea ice.1152

Figure 6: Top: Zonal velocity along the equator in CONT (gray shades) and1153

LOWVISC (contour lines: 20 cms−1). Center: Temperature along the equator in1154

CONT (gray shades) and its increase in LOWVISC (contour lines: 0.4◦C). Bottom:1155

SST between Papua New Guinea and Ecuador, averaged between 2◦S and 2 ◦N [Ob-1156

servations based on Reynolds and Smith 1994]. The maximum warming between1157

LO WVISC and CONT is at 110◦W with 0.5◦C.1158

Figure 7: Zonal velocity across 125◦W in CONT (top), LOWVISC (center) and1159

observations [bottom, from Johnson et al. 2001]. The contour interval is 20 cms−11160

and 2 cms−1 for velocities with an absolute value smaller than 20 cms−1; eastward1161

velocites are contoured solid, westward velocites dashed.1162

Figure 8: Time-mean speed across the Drake Passage at 65◦W. The contour1163



interval is 5 cm s−1.1164

Figure 9: The difference in ocean velocity and temperature (colored contours) at1165

150 m depth for the Barents Sea/Fram Strait region in response to lower viscosity1166

(LOWVISC−CONT). Spitsbergen is the island in the center of the figure, between1167

Greenland and Asia.1168

Figure 10: Temperature profiles averaged over a Eurasian Basin region (see1169

Figure 5 for the Polar Hydrographic Climatology observations (thick solid line)1170

[Steele et al. 2001], CONT (thin solid line), LOWVISC (dotted line), and NOSMAG1171

(dashed line).1172

Figure 11: Vertically integrated mean volume transport in (top) LOWVISC, and1173

(bottom) its difference to CONT. Contour intervals are 10 Sv for the mean and 2 Sv1174

for the difference.1175

Figure 12: (left) Annual mean surface zonal velocity along 143◦E from CONT1176

(dashed), NOSMAG (thick gray solid), and LOWVISC (thin black solid). (center)1177

Same as left but along 150◦E. (right) Difference between LOWVISC and CONT1178

along 150◦E for surface zonal velocity (dashed) and SST (solid, top axis).1179

Figure 13: Difference between LOWVISC and CONT in (top) SST (color) and1180

precipitation (contourlines: 0.4 mm/day, maximum: 1.6 mm/day); and (bottom) in1181

net surface heat flux (color) and wind stress curl (contourlines: 1 × 10−8 Nm−3).1182

Figure 14: Temperature and velocity at 50 m depth for CONT (top) and NOS-1183

MAG (bottom). The 5% and 50% sea ice concentration contours are shown in white,1184

with the smaller always more offshore. The heat budget is computed for the region1185

inside the box.1186

Figure 15: The changes in temperature and velocity at 50 m depth directly after1187



Smagorinsky viscosity has been switched on in NOSMAG. Top: after one month;1188

Center: after seven months; Bottom: after one year.1189



Table 1: Settings used for the viscosity parameters defined in Appendix A

Parameters CONT NOSMAG LOWVISC
ASGS :

Aeddy(m
2 s−1) 1000 1000 600

BSGS :
Beddy(m

2 s−1) 1000 1000 300
C2 0 0 1

2

(

Aeddy

Beddy
− 1

)

φI (◦latitude) 30

ASMAG : CA 8 0 0

BSMAG: Ceq 0.16 0 0
Clim 8 0 0

ANOISE AGRe AGRe BMUNK

BNOISE BMUNK BMUNK BMUNK

AV CFL
(∆x−2+∆y−2)−1

4 Dt
(∆x−2+∆y−2)−1

4 Dt
(∆x−2+∆y−2)−1

4 Dt

ALIGN E−W E−W E−W

-1190

-1191

-1192



Table 2: Ocean transports for different transects that surround the Arctic Ocean. A
positive value represents a volume or heat transport into the Arctic. Heat transport
is referenced to 0◦C (in TW). The volume transport is given in Sv. The observations
are based on Rudels and Friedrich [2000].

Case LOWVISC CONT Observed
CAA Heat 3.6 1.9
Barents Heat 49 74
WSC Heat 26 8
EGC Heat -14.6 -8.9
Bering Heat 1.4 -1.7
Total 65.4 73.3
CAA Volume -0.7 -0.3 -1
Barents Vol. 3.8 4.7 2
WSC Volume 1.1 0.3 1.5
EGC Volume -5.7 -5.6 -3.5
Bering Vol. 1.5 0.9 0.8



Table 3: Heat budget of the Labrador Sea in CONT, NOSMAG and LOWVISC.
Except for sea ice concentration, fice (fraction of 1), and SST, all entries are in Wm−2

equivalents over the surface sea area of 1.6 ×106km2.

CONTROL NOSMAG LOWVISC
AHE 477 572 584
in-out 551 - 74 738 - 166 770 - 186
AHS -447 -518 -528
in-out
AHN+W -3 -5 -5
AH 27 48 50
Qs -25 -47 -51
Qas -36 -60 -62
fice 0.30 0.17 0.17
SST(◦C) 1.3 2.5 2.7



Figure 1: Anisotropic horizontal viscosity coefficients A and B at 100-m depth from
(a-b) CONT, (c-d) NOSMAG, and (e-f) LOWVISC. Units are 1000 m2 s−1. All panels
use the same color scale.



Figure 2: Zonally averaged gridscale noise for CONT , NOSMAG, and LOWVISC.
For comparison the mass averaged absolute velocity in grid-y direction is shown as
well.
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Figure 3: Zonal spectrum of mean kinetic energy at 900 m depth (top) and SSH
(bottom) along 58◦S for CONT (dashed), NOSMAG (dotted) and LOWVISC (solid).



Figure 4: Difference in SST between CONT and Levitus [1998] (top), between NOS-
MAG and CONT (center) and between LOWVISC and NOSMAG (bottom).



Figure 5: Difference in annual mean sea ice concentration between CONT and ob-
servations [Rayner et al. 2003, top] and between LOWVISC and CONT (bottom).
Colorbar denotes the difference in percentage of the surface of an ocean grid cell
that is covered by sea ice.



Figure 6: Top: Zonal velocity along the equator in CONT (gray shades) and
LOWVISC (contour lines: 20 cms−1). Center: Temperature along the equator in
CONT (gray shades) and its increase in LOWVISC (contour lines: 0.4◦C). Bottom:
SST between Papua New Guinea and Ecuador, averaged between 2◦S and 2◦N [Ob-
servations based on Reynolds and Smith 1994]. The maximum warming between
LOWVISC and CONT is at 110◦W with 0.5◦C.



Figure 7: Zonal velocity across 125◦W in CONT (top), LOWVISC (center) and ob-
servations [bottom, from Johnson et al. 2001]. The contour interval is 20 cms−1

and 2 cms−1 for velocities with an absolute value smaller than 20 cms−1; eastward
velocites are contoured solid, westward velocites dashed.



Figure 8: Time-mean speed across the Drake Passage at 65◦W. The contour interval
is 5 cm s−1.



Figure 9: Salinity along the section between Spitsbergen and the Asia (across the
Barents Sea), and the velocity across this section for CONT (top), and LOWVISC
(bottom). Spitsbergen is the island in the center of the figure, between Greenland
and Asia.



Figure 10: Temperature profiles averaged over a Eurasian Basin region (see Figure
5 for the Polar Hydrographic Climatology observations (thick solid line) [Steele et
al. 2001], CONT (thin solid line), LOWVISC (dotted line), and NOSMAG (dashed
line).



Figure 11: Vertically integrated mean volume transport in (top) LOWVISC, and
(bottom) its difference to CONT. Contour intervals are 10 Sv for the mean and 2 Sv
for the difference.
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Figure 12: (left) Annual mean surface zonal velocity along 143◦E from CONT
(dashed), NOSMAG (thick gray solid), and LOWVISC (thin black solid). (center)
Same as left but along 150◦E. (right) Difference between LOWVISC and CONT
along 150◦E for surface zonal velocity (dashed) and SST (solid, top axis).



Figure 13: Difference between LOWVISC and CONT in (top) SST (color) and pre-
cipitation (contourlines: 0.4 mm/day, maximum: 1.6 mm/day); and (bottom) in net
surface heat flux (color) and wind stress curl (contourlines: 1 × 10−8 Nm−3).



Figure 14: Temperature and velocity at 50 m depth for CONT (top) and NOSMAG
(bottom). The 5% and 50% sea ice concentration contours are shown in white, with
the smaller always more offshore. The heat budget is computed for the region inside
the box.



Figure 15: The changes in temperature and velocity at 50 m depth directly after
Smagorinsky viscosity has been switched on in NOSMAG. Top: after one month;
Center: after seven months; Bottom: after one year.


